Will the World End in 2012?: A Christian Guide to the Question Everyones Asking

Will life on earth really come crashing to a halt on December 21, 2012? Will solar storms
trigger devastating earthquakes and volcanoes that obliterate humankind? Will a large-scale
science experiment go awry, destroying our civilization? Is Earth on a collision course with an
obscure planet? Will any of these events herald the end of the world? Dr. Raymond C.
Hundley analyzes the predictions of the ten most prominent apocalyptic theories in the 2012
doomsday movement. He investigates the claims of scientists, theologians, mathematicians,
technologists, and ancient prophets along with the credibility and probability of each theory.
The 2012 predictions of the Mayan calendar are considered alongside the parallel calculations
of 16th century astrologer Nostradamus. Dr. Hundley takes a close look at the speculation
originating everywhere, from evangelical Christianity to secular academia. Will the World
End in 2012? Dr. Hundley’s conclusion may be what you least expect. He challenges
Christians to respond to these predictions not with fear, but with hope and joy. For believers
and nonbelievers alike, Hundley’s logical evaluation of Earth’s potential demise provides a
fascinating road map of where our civilization could be heading and how we can prepare our
hearts and minds for what lies ahead.
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Your Lovebird Complete Care Real World is a reality television series on MTV originally
produced by Mary-Ellis Bunim and . Should a cast member decide to move out, or be asked to
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Christian world but Soren Kierkegaard But if God is present in the soul, then the sigh will
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what he calls a Christian guide to the question everyones asking, the world has become
obsessed with the idea that the world will end in December 2012. Will the World End in
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